3-D GEOBROWSER CHALLENGE

World’s Best Demonstrations from the Industrial and Research Communities


July 17-18, 2003
Freedom Forum Building
1101 Wilson Boulevard
Rosslyn, Virginia
[1 block from Rosslyn Metro Station]

This unique exposition will highlight the power and performance of 3-D Geobrowsers and their strategic importance in harnessing data and information for Global democracy.

Global Perspectives for Everyone!

Visualization technology shines at this gala debut bringing global leaders up to date on the spectacular performance of 3-D Geobrowser systems that are currently in operation and being designed for immediate release for media, education, health, and international governance.

Day 1: Changing Planet Auditorium
Invited government and industry leaders will attend a special one-day exposition of the most advanced 3-D Geobrowser technologies and discuss strategic implications for their agencies.

Day 2: Changing Planet Auditorium
Key technologists and developers will address public-private partnership strategies and build a technology road map for universal access and applications.

For further registration information and event details please see:
www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/digitalearth/3DGeobrowser/

Conference Sponsors: NASA, USGS, NOAA, NCGIA ESRI, KeyholeTechnology, Inc., ICRSEd, UNEP

Organized by: ICRSEd
P.O. Box 18285
Baltimore, MD 21227 USA
Phone: 410/379-6639
Email: icrsed@direcway.com